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HTTP Server Deux is a web server component that provides developers with the parsing, formatting, and utility routines needed
to create a robust web server application. HTTP Server Deux allows you to parse, format, and handle any and all of the
following HTTP request arguments, depending on the application, platform, and use case. GET argument POST argument
POST body POST uploaded file PUT uploaded file ARGUMENTS You can use the "x" index to access any and all the
arguments in the request. The variable name is the string in the request, without the "x" at the beginning. In addition to this, the
HTTP Server Deux component is capable of parsing any and all of the following request arguments: Header Argument
Authorization Argument Connection Argument Accept Argument Accept-Charset Argument Accept-Encoding Argument
Accept-Language Argument Accept-Ranges Argument Cache-Control Argument Cookie Argument Cookie2 Argument
Cookie2= Argument Cookie3 Argument Cookie3= Argument Date Argument DATE= Argument ETC For example, "GET
/.ics" would be the string "GET /.ics". This string would be parsed into the parsed_arguments variable. The "x" index accesses
the arguments without parsing them. In the below code, the HTTP request arguments are returned to the enduser as a full
formatted HTML response. The function r_get_arguments() is called by the HTTP Server Deux component to handle the GET
argument. The parameters are accessible using the x accessor. The first three parameters are the argument, the argument key,
and the number of arguments in the request. The function does not terminate until all arguments are parsed. This function uses
the HTML_DESCRIPTION_REQ and HTML_DESCRIPTION_RES keywords to print all the arguments. The last three
parameters are used for controlling the parsing process. The use of these parameters is listed below. PARSE_ARGUMENTS
PARSE_ARGUMENTS_FLAG PARSE_ARGUMENTS_FILE PARSE_ARGUMENTS_CONNECTION Parse arguments
using the arguments passed in the request. This flag is called by the HTTP Server Deux component when the parsing is
complete. The first argument in the arguments is the argument key string. The second argument is the number of arguments in
the request
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* To construct a low level TCP connection object. There are no easy call sites. * The socket handle is the lowest level
connection handle used by the application. * Socket Type, 0 = TCP, 1 = UDP, 2 = IPC, 3 = FILE. * The connection can be
requested through either of two interfaces: sockets or file handles. The sockets interface is the default option. * Connection can
be established for both TCP and UDP protocols. * The TCP server supports Server Name Indication (SNI) * The connection is
terminated through the following flags: TIP: In case the connection is terminated prematurely. RE: Outstanding data has been
received. ACK: Last piece of data has been received from server. CUR: Acknowledgement of the last received packet. MASK:
A mask of the packet's current state. PING: Sends a pong message to the server indicating that the connection is still alive.
TIME: Sends a timestamp message to the server. DAT: Sends a data message to the server. RST: Reverts to the last connection
state. ACK/NEG: Sends an acknowledgement of the last received message. * The connection handle can be read and set to any
connection socket type and protocol. * The connection socket type can be TCP, UDP, IPC, FILE. * If the connection socket
type is TCP, Server Name Indication (SNI) support is supported. * If the connection socket type is UDP, the connection socket
can be configured to have a send buffer of a specified size. * If the connection socket type is IPC, the connection socket can be
configured to have a read buffer of a specified size. * If the connection socket type is FILE, the connection socket can be
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configured to use an open file handle instead of a TCP socket. * Upon completion, the connection handle can be either
requested through the sockets interface or set to a file handle. * Accepted parameters (none currently) : num_accepted (if file
handle) * Type of Socket Connection : TCPSocketConnection * Type of Buffer : String * Specifies the connection socket type.
* Specifies the read buffer size for the socket connection. * Specifies the socket connection request type. * Specifies the accept
mode for the socket connection. * To create the SocketConnection object, the following can be used : SocketConnectionHandle
= socket(handle, 1d6a3396d6
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HTTP Server Deux is a 4th Dimension component that offers you a cross-platform, flexible web server. HTTP Server Deux
gives 4D developers all of the parsing, formatting, and utility routines needed, smoothly integrated with the TCP Server Deux
component, in a small and easily understood component package. HTTP Server Deux works on top of TCP Server Deux, TCP
Deux, and BASh and works with Internet ToolKit v2.0.x and Internet ToolKit v2.5.x. HTTP Server Deux provides complete
request parsing functionality. All variants of HTTP requests are parsed automatically by the HTTP Server Deux component. All
values within the HTTP request are available to the 4D developer with simple to use accessor routines. Handling of posted
arguments, uploaded documents, custom request headers, etc., are all handled properly by the HTTP Server Deux component.
The generation of a proper HTTP response, including proper headers, is handled by the HTTP Server Deux component. Merely
setting the HTTP response code is often enough to send back a properly formatted HTTP response header. Access to customize
any and all of the response header values is available through a set of simple and flexible accessor methods. Customizing the
response header can be done as much as needed or desired by the 4D developer. HTTP Server Deux merely provides a
framework to simplify the process for the 4D developer. As well, all parsing and handling of values has been done with BLOBs,
so there are no instances of 32K limits within the HTTP Server Deux component. This holds through the response generation
routines made available through the HTTP Server Deux component, too. The new beta fixes many bugs and outstanding issues
from the first beta. As well, a fully functional demo mode for the component is now supported, allowing for complete access for
the first 30 minutes of operation while running in demo mode. This release also includes a new API facility for supporting
Adjunct Components. Adjunct Components are designed to increase the functionality of HTTP Server Deux based applications.
The first Adjunct Component for HTTP Server Deux is being released today in beta: HTTP Log Deux. This Adjunct
Component provides a simple configuration API for generating fully standards complient web logs from applications using
HTTP Server Deux. A full manual, explaining every call and feature available in HTTP Server Deux, is included with the
component. (Compatible with Internet ToolKit v2.0.x and Internet ToolKit v2

What's New In HTTP Server Deux?
HTTP Server Deux is a 4th Dimension component that offers you a cross-platform, flexible web server. HTTP Server Deux
gives 4D developers all of the parsing, formatting, and utility routines needed, smoothly integrated with the TCP Server Deux
component, in a small and easily understood component package. HTTP Server Deux works on top of TCP Server Deux, TCP
Deux, and BASh and works with Internet ToolKit v2.0.x and Internet ToolKit v2.5.x. HTTP Server Deux provides complete
request parsing functionality. All variants of HTTP requests are parsed automatically by the HTTP Server Deux component. All
values within the HTTP request are available to the 4D developer with simple to use accessor routines. Handling of posted
arguments, uploaded documents, custom request headers, etc., are all handled properly by the HTTP Server Deux component.
The generation of a proper HTTP response, including proper headers, is handled by the HTTP Server Deux component. Merely
setting the HTTP response code is often enough to send back a properly formatted HTTP response header. Access to customize
any and all of the response header values is available through a set of simple and flexible accessor methods. Customizing the
response header can be done as much as needed or desired by the 4D developer. HTTP Server Deux merely provides a
framework to simplify the process for the 4D developer. As well, all parsing and handling of values has been done with BLOBs,
so there are no instances of 32K limits within the HTTP Server Deux component. This holds through the response generation
routines made available through the HTTP Server Deux component, too. The new beta fixes many bugs and outstanding issues
from the first beta. As well, a fully functional demo mode for the component is now supported, allowing for complete access for
the first 30 minutes of operation while running in demo mode. This release also includes a new API facility for supporting
Adjunct Components. Adjunct Components are designed to increase the functionality of HTTP Server Deux based applications.
The first Adjunct Component for HTTP Server Deux is being released today in beta: HTTP Log Deux. This Adjunct
Component provides a simple configuration API for generating fully standards complient web logs from applications using
HTTP Server Deux. A full manual, explaining every call and feature available in HTTP Server Deux, is included with the
component. Here are some "Key Features" of this software (some or all may not be present in your version or as marked in the
description. Software purchased before April 2005 is covered under the software license agreement provided to you by
4Dinc.com). HTTP Server Deux Description: HTTP Server Deux is a 4th Dimension component that offers you a crossplatform, flexible web server. HTTP Server Deux gives 4D developers all of the parsing, formatting, and utility routines needed,
smoothly integrated with the
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8 (64bit, not Win 32bit) Processor: Intel x86 compatible Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible with 1024x768 resolution Storage: Available hard disk space 7.2 GB Network: Broadband
Internet connection Additional Notes: Internet connection: You must have an internet connection to play the game. Graphics:
You must have a DirectX11 compatible video card. Sound: You must have a DirectX9 compatible sound card
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